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(For Important Information, Please Read The Entire Description) This book is dedicated to the

veterans of all wars, who with good reason comprise a large portion of those with PTSD and other

related disabilities.Of course, it doesn't take the carnage of war to cause PTSD; If our own â€œworst

nightmaresâ€• become reality, severe psychological wounds can occur when the horror of the

traumatic experience crosses the threshold of tolerance.PTSD isn't about what's wrong with you. It's

about what happened to you.I believe that everyone who needs (and wants) a Service Dog should

be able to have one, so I'm retiring from my Service Dog Training Coach business to focus on

consolidating my lifetime of training experience into books (as well as dedicating time to answer

questions for my readers, on the phone or via Skype as well as on the Facebook Group

(facebook.com/groups/180613442286351/) all of which will be available for as long as my health

permits, in case you have a training question that the book didnâ€™t answer.). This book contains

detailed information specific to Psychiatric Service Dogs and how they do their Work, including a 30

Day Intensive Training Curriculum with step by step instructions for training your own Psychiatric

Service Dog. I will teach you how to take your dog from the basic foundation training that you

learned in Book 1 to teaching specific Tasks and Work that your dog might do to assist with the

challenges unique to your situation.Many people cannot afford the cost nor abide the long waiting

lists to acquire a trained Service Dog from an organization and so are opting to train their own.

Itâ€™s my hope that my books can help assure that those needing a Service Dog to combat the

challenges of living with a disability may now have the means to train their own competent and

reliable Service Dog.If you are training your own Psychiatric Service Dog, this book can help guide

you through the process.NOTE: This book was meant to be read (and used) in combination with the

first one in the series: Training Your Own Service Dog (Book 1).Training Your Own Service Dog -

Book 2 (Psychiatric Service Dogs) takes up where Book 1 leaves off, taking your dog from the basic

foundation training common to all Service Dogs, to performing Tasks and Work for PTSD, anxiety,

depression, and other disorders.Book one lays the foundation not only for basic behaviors

fundamental to all Service Dogs, but also to this training method in general, and will get you off to a

good start.Please forgive any repeated information that I felt necessary to put into this book that is

already in Book 1. If I knew everyone had already read the first book, Iâ€™d leave it out the

repetition here, but there are points that I want to be sure everyone gets, whether they read the first

book or not.There is a Facebook group that I mentor in order to provide additional support for

readers of my books. Please join us there! facebook.com/groups/180613442286351/
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This book was easy to read, the steps were clear, and the directions short, sweet, and to the point. I

purchased the first book yesterday (4/20/16) and I couldn't put it down. I immediately bought book 2.

I am in process of finding the right puppy for me to begin our service work. This book was very

helpful! I am very confident that I will be able to train my dog to exactly my needs! I emailed the

author with a question and she responded within the hour with a clear answer and genuine interest

to hear back from me once I obtain my pup and we begin training. I HIGHLY recommend.I was NOT

given this book in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion. I purchased this myself and it is

fantastic for ANYONE looking to train their own dog.

For those who either sick of being on the very long waiting lists for a service dog and/or can't come

up with $20,000 to $40,000 , this book is for you. It may not be quite as comprehensive as the 6

DVD and book kit from Arizona Service Dogs Inc. that costs $799 I'm assuming that one is

extremely comprehensive...should be at that price!) . But it covers way more ground than the

previous books on this subject and has lots more details.

I've trained a Service Dog previously and was pleased to discover this course. The training will be



much easier this time.

Absolutely fantastic. Very easy to follow and by the end you have a very well behaved dog. Great

training for pets to. Don't forget to get book 1.

great advice and help on training your own service dog.

Both books are great! I have had dogs all my life and had a great time training. This book made it so

much easier. Would recommend them to everyone!

Really disappointed in this book's content. Most of the tasks are covered in her first book, and I was

hoping for more. I did sign up for the "free" session, but she never connected with me other than to

email a date and time - you get what you pay for.

Very good training guide
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